
B&O Show Report 

12/26/10-1/2/11 

 

The Setup: 

 

Christmas night, the weatherman was calling for 6-10 inches of snow, the Museum 

curator and I spoke around 9 pm and he said they may close the next day, but that if we 

wanted to come in he could be there regardless of the weather to let us in, and we could 

just setup and leave when done. He said he would call me around 4:30AM after they 

made their decision and let me know.  I got the call at 4:45 AM, and the Museum did 

close due to the predicted Snowmageddon. Since there was no snow falling in my area or 

in Fairfax, we went ahead with the setup. I was prepared to phone everyone and call off 

the setup if the weather looked dangerous at that early hour. Fortunately, we didn’t have 

to go that route as many heavy haulers would not have been able to take off work the next 

day. 

 
 

 

 

At 7 AM on a snowless December 26th, the Trackers arrived at the B&O museum with 

50 modules and a whole bunch of other stuff! Everyone arrived on time. We unloaded 

and put together a 45’x45’ Octagonal layout. The layout was four feet taller than last 

year, possibly the largest Tracker Layout ever at the B&O.  



 
 

Thank you, Assistant Trackmaster Ed Beaver for helping me plan and de-bug the layout. 

A big thanks to Rich Myers for hauling the trailer to the show, and to Dave Sealing for 

hauling the trailer home the following Sunday. Also thanks to Ed Beaver, Dave Sealing 

and Skip for being my deputy Trackmasters, allowing me to get into the office from time 

to time during the week to get some business done. 

 



 
 

Many thanks to those who were present for setup: Assistant Trackmaster Ed Beaver, Matt 

Panagos, Chris Young and sons: Matthew and Andrew Young, Bob Bitzer, Carl Condon, 

Bob Easton, Steve Gobel, Tom Hargis, Tony Hawker, Fred Koester, Fred Rossmark, Skip 

Scheetz, Chris Young, Andrew Isreal, Bob Easton, Tom Hargiss, Fred Koester, George 

Tsakiris, Frank Congelio and his son Giovanni, and Rich Colton. 

 



 
 

I was pleased to see new modules in the show; Matt Panagos brought his new module to 

the show, as well as Bob Bitzer’s two new modules. A new participant was Andrew 

Isreal with his 12-foot bridge module. Ed Beaver went above and beyond the call of duty 

by in the weeks leading up to setup making two-foot adapter modules for each end of the 

bridge that allow the bridge to properly fit in with normal Tracker modules. 

 



 
 

The setup was prolonged by shorts in Pot Yards. After much testing and isolating of 

modules, a short was found in Pot Yards, after much searching a Lionel track tie was 

found to be shorting against the end of a K-Line switch. With the setup complete and the 

museum closed, we left around 2:15PM just as the snow began to fall…we only got a 

dusting. 

 



 
 

 

The staffing sheet filled in slowly at first, but really filled in fast the closer we came to 

setup day. Some Trackers came to run with no modules, Trackers like Mike Fistere, 

Garret Goldstein, Tony Duncanson, Don Proctor, Ben Saxe, Doug List, Phil Barbara, 

Jackson Van Ess, and Bill Hakkarinen showed up to run with some neat trains, the Acela 

Express, The Orient Express and cars, etc.  Joe Helsing brought his son and grandson and 

a train to run on Tuesday.  Staffing was probably better this year than ever. I think 

everyone got plenty of running time, and I didn’t see any time where we were short 

staffed. 

 



 
 

We ran either 2 full loops to run around the perimeter of the Octagon, or by throwing the 

switches the inner loop could be divided into two half loops, both  running through Pot 

yards, and allowing 3 loops for times when more runners were present. 

DCS and Legacy/TMCC were used with success at the show.  

 



 
 

DCS-DCS was generally ok. Some Trackers had trouble loading DCS engines into the 

remotes, or getting them to the active section of their remote. Mike and Carl’s 

programming track were very helpful in getting these locos going using a separate TIU 

with a tethered remote. Some issues seemed to arise from engines that had spent years 

boxed up: their batteries being dead. To overcome the dead battery problems, we left 

those locos sitting on a “hot” programming track for 30 minutes, that seemed to bring 

them back from the dead. Once running, people were able to blow the horns and ring the 

bells with DCS, sometimes  “check track” messages popped up on the screen. I did a 

track signal check and got good results around the layout. We were running two and three 

trains at a time on the outer loop at times using TMCC, DCS, or both on the same loop. 

The two inner loops had two trains running on them much of the time. DCS performance 

has improved every year since filters began to be installed, and has gotten better and 

better as more and more modules in the layout are coming with filters.  

 



 
 

Conventional Operations: Some brought conventional locos and operated on the inner 

half loops by themselves.  

 

 

 



 
 

TMCC was flawless. Legacy was fine; I did however get some loss of control when using 

the Legacy remote and being 45 feet away from the Legacy base 

 



 
We did have some derailing on K-Line switches when trying to move trains in and out of 

Pot Yards and across the inner loop to the outer loop. It looks like the K-line frogs are 

shallow and wheel with deeper flanges are bucking on the frogs. The crossover T 

modules owner was interested in trying to remedy the situation by trying to deepen the 

flange ways in the frog, after the show 

 

The Show: 

 

I saw many Tracker and Tracker Kids having fun together, and lots of Tracker fellowship 

and camaraderie was had. I also more families and children than ever enjoying our layout 

and the museum, smiles abounded.  

 

I saw lots of little hands near the train, one kid got his finger near the switchbox on a T 

module, I asked him to please not touch and he moved away into the crowd. 15 minutes 

later I was told on the other side of the octagon a T module switch was thrown, two loops 

became one, and there was a cornfield meet. I think I know who did it. BTW, those 

switch boxes are accessible to the visitors; the owner should put a piece of black electric 

tape over the switch throw levers to thwart saboteurs. 

 

Teardown: 

 

Due to a large number of module owners and helpers, teardown went fast. The show 

closed at 4PM and we were on the road by 5:20 PM! 



 

Finally: 

 

I hope everyone can come back next December, and do it again!  

 

For those that have never been, please consider coming next year with or without a 

module: Trackers and their families get in free. The Museum is better than ever, with real 

train rides, food, and several operating layouts in O, HO, and Garden Scale. The Museum 

is a great place to take the kids or grandchildren during the holidays. 

 

Thanks for all the hard work everyone, the show was a big success. 

 

Craig Schelle 

Trackmaster 

 

 

 

 

 


